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Recco-style focaccia with cheese (Pizza & friends) 

 

  
Preparation  

Mix the water and oil. Add the salt and then add the flour gradually. Knead until the
dough is elastic. Tightly cover it with cling film so that the surface is not exposed
otherwise when you roll it out it will break up. Leave to rest for at least 2 hours. Grease
a baking tray with a little oil. Sprinkle your work surface with flour. Cut out a cube of
dough and roll it out evenly (no need to make it too thin, just down to a thickness of 2
cm). Take off your wristwatch and any bracelets and wet the back of your hands. Take
the dough and place it on the backs of your hands and let its weight hang itself down.
Spin the dough using the back of your hands so that the dough enlarges evenly.
Arrange it on the baking sheet and spread it out so that it cover the base completely.
Sprinkle the pieces of soft cheese across the surface of the dough. Make a second
layer of dough using the same procedure and use it to cover the first cheese layer,
making sure it hangs over the edge of the tray and is sealed well around the border.
Press the edges down so that the top layer sticks well to the bottom layer, and use a
knife or spatula to cut off the excess dough. Now make some holes in the upper layer
of the dough so that the warm air can get out during cooking, otherwise it swells and
burns. At this point I prefer to cover it and let it rest for a 30-60 minutes, but if you are in
a hurry you can bake it right away. Before baking, the sprinkle the surface with salt and
a little oil. Bake in the oven at as hot a setting as possible (280-300°C) for 7-9 minutes.
Each oven has its own character, so you'll have to adjust the cooking time to suit your
equipment.  

Tips  

To cook Recco-style focaccia, set the oven to a temperature of 300°C degrees and
cook for about 7 minutes: with lower temperatures, you should increase the cooking
time, almost doubling them.  

Trivia  

The cheese focaccia is a specialty of Liguria and there are several variants: the most
famous of these, however, is from the town of Recco, dating back to the Third Crusade.

Information  

Preparation 180 minutes
Total Time 12 minutes
Serves X Serves 4 persons
Level of difficulty  Difficult

   
Ingredients  

Water 270 millilitres

Extra virgin olive oil 30 millilitres

Salt 10 grams

Strong flour 400 grams

Stracchino cheese 300 grams
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